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Cosmic Debt Vs Junk DNA
Aka
The tale of the Mullholland Riderz
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The neon code outside Rhianna's house buzzed loudly in the heavy Los Angeles rain 1, she
sat on the porch of the dilapidated white ship-lap clad house waiting... Sipping fluorescent
pink 'Swamp thing' Margarita's complete with umbrella. and cherry.
The waiting for the rest of her biker crew to arrive home safe should be a stressful one,
but Rhianna believed in her crew, they were the best Data song couriers in L.A. No doubt.
She stayed cool.
Her long slender legs crossed & extended out to rest on the porch rail's, wearing a
cowboy hat with the brim tilted forward to hide her gaze & Gloss Black Dianese racing
leathers with full length racing stripe in bright Pink running from her neck down to her
boots.
She lazily took another sip of the Margarita as a small celebration into herself on hearing
Cherie Curries V-twin Multistrada Thump in the distance.
30 Secs later Cherie rocked up into the driveway skidding to a hault, bike still pinging and
ticking from the heat of being pushed hard, Cherie jumped up from the footpegs and did a
crazy star jump and shouted a youthful manic DA! DA!
Followed by the rest of the crew skidding in and energetically shouting, hi-5ing and raving
about their blast.
Cherie strobed now more coolly towards Rhianna, composing herself;

“Hey” said Cherie
“U make the drop?” Said Rhianna
“Yeah”
“Any trouble?”
“Nuthin' to split-out on Babe”
She said as she leant down and kissed Rhianna hard & long on the lips

“...How'd the Cherry Bomb go?”
“You know the Cherry Bomb, she's Fuckin' Electric”
Each of the crew members walked up onto the porch and gave Rhianna a respectful nod
as they passed their leader.
Nico Malo, Jackie Foxx and Lita Ford all headed to the Kitchen for hot soup, beer and a
Crit on the nights events all inbetween joking, laughing, fighting and general nonsensical
Joefoolery to be expected from folks with a bond as tight as this biker crews.

“Jackie! Hit the radio, I wanna hear tonight's data song” Nico roared 10 decibels
higher than needed to communicate over the din of the Kitchen's loud conversation.
“Sure babe” Jackie turned the dial to 1235 on the TW frequency...

“this is KSMBV broadcasting from Bullet Radio, hey there......we got some chill sonics for
you tonight so stay tuned and stay cosmic....” The lazy voice of L.A. Late night Sonic
Jockey Mickey 'Wolfman' R Nickey faded into ear.

“cool, cool...tonight's sonic data intervention is from the Deaaaaad Kennedeeeez
baby....with 'Holiday in Cambooooooodia”
“Fuck! Turn it up Jay!” Malo said excitedly
It was midnight in Los Angeles in 2027....and this group of chill mother fuckers were the
Mullholland Dogstar Biker gang.

The street-lights flashed through Miley's holo-visor and into helmet lighting up her smiling
features, the clip-on visor was her favourite and depicted 'ZOZO' the ouija demon's
smirking face.
The light photons permeating her visor were increasing in speed and repetition as she
twisted back the throttle on her Aprilia RSX2000 motorbike, increasing the light to a
strobe like flicker
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It was late, deep into the night as Miley sped into the night 2 strobing
along West Eclipse Boulevard at the foot of Mullholland 3, her eyes just a centimetre above
the bikes screen and her body tucked into the bike fairing out of the wind blast, even then
her wrists and ankles still ached at the strain of holding against the air pressure.
She was fast approaching 'The Snake' as it had came to be known since way back in the
60's when McQueen & Co. raced it in tricked out barely legal racecars...Mullholland Drive
wound its steep & twisting map through the tree lined geo's high above the lights of
Hollywood.
She was nervous..
..but a good family, sound education & knowledge of her place in the scheme of things
gave her a confidence.
“Come on babe, own this” she said out loud, and shifted on the seat & footpegs a little to
settle herself.
Best to start slow she thought & wound the Aprilia down to 110 as she peeled off onto Bay
tree Canyon Road, the street-lights faded & the landscape narrowed to the width of her
single Cree LNM80 LED headlight beam...always disorienting at first but humans are good
at adjusting, right?
The faux exhaust noise echoed around the canyon, she turned on the G-mod echo location
unit built into her helmet & ZOZO's grinning holoface flickered and lit up..it was raining
hard. She came up to Gibson's corner,a 180 degree switchback with a deadly crashbarrier and drop of 90' afterwards if you were dumb enough to underestimate.
'Traction alert-internal gyro engaged' flashed on the inside of Miley's
holo-visor She down-shifted and cranked the bike into Gibson's, twisting the throttle to
open up the twin 1000kw motor's, spinning up both wheels. Miley and her Aprilia did a
perfect 2 wheel drift around Gibson's with foot out-flat out style – sending aqua-spray in a
beautiful LED lit fountain up into the night air.
Baytree Canyon turned into the Mullholland Snake and she flicked on her
modded holo-form..the bikes fairing flickered red, pink, blue & then disappeared into a
haze of LED rain & off-spray, the diodes in her racing leathers flickered too and she
disappeared completely into the rain.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Its changed days from McQueens time, nowadays you just don't go up the Snake unless
your in trouble, or looking for something, it was too dangerous. She'd heard the stories of
Hollywood aspiration, ambition, desire and death, tales of strange lights and strange
beings haunting riders awareness. Disappearances were common. Miley was born into
the safety of the Uber Alles society of the Cosmic Debtors 4, it wasn't a cult.. and unlike
the UN-educated hoards that were turning to chance, this was a group of like minded
idealists that believed systems5, safety, servitude to a cause & piety would save us. Like
any scornful daughter, she tried to escape the trappings and privilege that membership to
this system brought.
Running the Mullholland Snake, at night, was one more 'fuck you' to her parents and
their system.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The trees flashed by in the narrow monochromatic beam of the headlight turn after turn
the shifting landscape angled from 30 degrees left to 30 degrees right in a continuous
series of linked 180 degree switchback turns.
Up ahead, the street-lit crossroads between the Snake and Elbow Road was fast
approaching, 4 street-lights, one at each corner.

“Don't want to hit those Cyrus, no coming back from that”

She said quietly into the helmet.
The road dipped at the crossroads, the Aprilia's motors screamed.
Miley held on tight to the clip-on handlebars as the front end came up in a massive
wheelie6, the headlight shone skywards into the night and she craned her head around the
side of the holo-fairing to see forward but was greeted with the pitch blackness of the
Mullholland hills.

“Stay cool bitch”
“Ride it out” she shouted now.

The front wheel came down hard & the bars gave a heavy nod. The blanket rain turned
electric blue, green, pink...a flicker of light and the rain stopped instantly....it didn't stop
raining, the rain stopped falling, the rain drops hung in the air like gravity or time 7,8 had
stopped. The wind stopped flapping her leathers against her skin, she glanced at the
speedo, she was doing 140!

“What the data fuck is going on man?”
Hairs stood up on the back of her neck. “Has time stopped or has gravity stopped” she
puzzled. Sheet lightning cracked overhead & she saw her first 'Bleu Jack' 9 standing in
the middle of the Mullholland Snake.

“Its not real girl, keep it pinned”

Tales of the Bleu Jack's had being
doing the rounds for a couple of years now, no-one knew what they really were, ghosts,
lost souls, trick of the night light...? Lightning flashed again and illuminated the Bleu
Jack's chrome muscular body.

“not real”
She twisted the Aprilia's throttle into another tall wheelie & closed her eyes...
The Bleu Jack's screams filled her mind as she broke through the space it inhabited 10. A
vibration started to creep in from the peripherals of her vision & Miley felt nausea rising
with the fear of the unknown.
All senses stopped, she fell to her knees and puked yellow bile onto a floor, weirdly
without sound, she coughed & choked, still no sound.
Miley passed out, her vision failed, her last hazy sight was of a chequerboard horizon and
a nuclear sunset in brilliant chrome11.

The Wolfman pulled his Lincoln Contra-glide into the empty Bullet Radio Car park, he
checked his Casio time piece, 11.45pm

“Better get a shuffty on”
He said, grabbing his cellophane wrapped mushroom sandwich and Thermos and
stepping out into the night air of the Mullholland Hills. It wasn't raining for once, but think
fog had rolled up the hillside, he looked up and studied the Aircraft warning light flashing
away at the very top of the radio mast 12, illuminating the thick fog.

“Don't usually get fog this high” he puzzled.
There was 5.36 mins left to go on the pre-recorded tape as Wolfman thumped his heavy
leather satchel full of data songs down on the radio bench.
New data songs were due in tonight, he was excited at the prospect but you wouldn't
know it as the Wolfman's eyes had long since been hidden behind mirrored chrome lenses
mods.
He slouched into the comfort of his cracked leather recliner behind his bench and cued
the decks with the first data song, poured a coffee from the Thermos and waited...
Leaning into the mic, he took a long drag on his Dragonpaw brand E-cig, breathed out and
pressed the LIVE TO AIR button;

“OooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooOOOOOOOOOOOOOWwwwwwwwwww
wwwwwww!!” he howled
“Comin' at you from KSMBV this is The Wolfman broadcasting from
Bullet Radio, hey there... all you crazy Los Angeles kids, we got a fog band moving in from
the south-east, so take it slow...I got some chill sonics for you tonight so stay tuned and
stay cosmic....”
“...cool, cool...tonight's sonic data intervention is from the
Deaaaaad Kennedeeeez baby....with 'Holiday in Cambooooooodia”
He took another contemplative draw on the E-cig and dimmed the studio lights, the studio
was now only illuminated by an angle-poise lamp and the radio dials on his equipment
consisting of the following 13
•

3 new red and yellow B.A.E. systems Sine wave resonators

•

15 No. 3-phase ex-military signal corp. matt olive green Tesla wave generators of
varying antiquity, banked opposite the high level windows

•

In front of the resonators and generators are Mic stands holding test tubes
which contained a selection of heavy metals inc. mercury, cadmium, arsenic,
chromium, thallium and lead.

•

Along with Mic stands holding mics of course.

•

Each test tube has a contact microphone, each amp has a contact microphone,

•

A single Circuit Polar Ray with 20 No. 40 WATT light fittings attached to its dusty
fabric surface is situated inside a home-made Faraday cage that's dimensions
are weirdly about the same size as a boxing ring.

•

There is also a Dividing partition made of Marshall Superlead amps stacked up
to 9' tall behind which are Turntables sitting beside Bunsen burners.

Data songs communicate direct to your third eye. Back in New York, Doc Hutchison 14 &
Wolfman had shared an apartment on Bowery, the Doc showed Wolf many a strange thing
including how he had discovered, through play, that trees and antlers still act as remnants
of an ancient connection...”antenna connections”, you could say, to the akashic record of
all things that have ever happened. The akashic record is experienced as an abstract
song, soothing, sensory and calm, talking directly to your DNA Code within, and rearranging it, if you like, until you feel better about things.
The Doc had explained in GREAT detail, that in the Akashic record, learning is hopeless,
understanding is hopeless – there is only experience, surrender followed by departure. Its
the kind of knowledge that you just can't apply logic to, you can't fight it, but if you give in
to its anti-logic...well then, the Akashic song plays forever baby...

“Kinda like a cosmic jukebox stuck on repeat”
Dip in & Dip out of the song until you feel healed.
The Doc went on,

“You see Wolfman, Alien languages inhabit the DNA Code 15 within us, the Junk DNA,
well...its not actually Junk at all, it contains instructions to build any 'being' that has ever
been or will ever be, on the molecular level, you could say that these 'beings' haunt us.”
“Its a weird un-canny feeling” the Doc continued further..
“some folks are aware of its presence within and feel this
presence like a shiver down your spine – the un-canny shiver of knowing the un-knowable,
knowing the un-speakable, its the matrix black-cat glitch moment of the un-canny”
“Kinda like feeling the gravitational effects of the nearest Black-hole on your
body”
“It can't be, but you must surrender to the possibility
that it may be”
Doc & The Wolfman spent a long summer hatching to bring this old connection to the
masses, that was 1989.
Data songs were trick, no-one had split-out on their jive yet, only Wolfman & the shamanic
sonic jockey Jolene 'Lo-Tek' Sahara16 from Osaka used them. The jive didn't take to binary
though, weirdly, Data songs had to use analogue tek, and Vinyl 12” singles were the
Wolfman's tool of choice.
He had used a new courier tonight, sooner or later Rhianna and her Dogstar crew would
split-out, Wolfman needed a backup....and this would come in the form of the fast talking,
hot headed Miley Cyrus.
The Wolfman had been spending his afternoon playing asteroids on the vintage arcades at
the Rainbow Bar & Grill on Sunset strip, when this Sass strobed in with her entourage,
taking a booth directly behind him. This Sass turned out to be Cyrus and her Hollywood
Cosmic vampires 17 biker crew dressed in matching baby pink hairdo's & white PVC
racing leathers, each sucking gob-stopper candy. It sounded like their matching Sidi 'Rain'
boots had Segs fitted as they clattered across the floor.
The Wolfman had listened in on their speaks while he worked the arcade controllers up to
another high score..catching every other word. Typical motorhead speaks he thought, as
they went on about modding Gyro systems, tyre choice & the pros and cons of fitting regen brakes....
Matching leathers and baby hair-do's aside, they sounded like a tight crew.
Cyrus slid her PVC ass onto the bar stool next to Wolfman.

“Jimbeam & Coke Barkeep”
“you should try the Belray”
“what's it to you old man?”

Miley's crew jumped up onto the stools next to her

“hey, don't get the Jimbeam here babe, it sucks”

She looked at Wolfman and smiled..

“sure thing old man...a round of Bellrays barkeep, one for this dude too”

“Hey...”

“Hey!...”

“HEY!!”

Miley felt a shaking sensation from her blacked out place,
“Hey...get up girl” was being shouted over the roaring wind noise.
Her vision was blurry, but she could just make out the tall slender form of a rider.
“Yeah...chill out...” Miley shouted back.

“You can't stay here, come on!”

Miley dragged herself to her feet, shook her head and looked at the rider clad in gloss
black riding leathers with a pink racing stripe...
“Who the fuck are you anyway?...where am I?” she shouted, barely hearing herself.
She looked around her, it was still Mullholland, but the trees shimmered luminous blue &
pink, the skyline was negative white and black, clouds rolled by forming and un-forming
too quickly to be real.
The wind blew hard, gusting inconsistently making the 2 riders sway & stagger & shift
footing to stay upright. She recognised they were standing at the same junction between
Elbow Road and Mullholland, but the road next to them was a molten hologram of flowing
liquid chrome.

“No time for questions” the stranger shouted over the wind.
”we gotta jump.....Now!”
“WHA...!?” Miley said in a daze.

Rhianna front kicked Miley in the chest, sending her flying into the molten flowing chrome
of the road 18 and jumped in after her and together they disappeared, absorbed by the
viscous fluid of the road.
Miley gagged as the liquid flowed into her helmet, trying to take a last breath.
She struggled against the current pulling her down, but the liquid was too heavy, really
heavy and really fluid, the more she fought the faster she was sinking.
She gagged again, this time swallowing some of the chrome 19, it was enough to start her
coughing and choking and taking in more and more of the chrome until she knew that she
was drowning.
Finally she gave over to the new state.
“Who knows...death might be better than the damp shit-hole that was
Los Angeles” she thought sarcastically...

“If you gonna split like that, you can't fight it...you were trying to split right?....I
followed you up from Baytree....not bad riding kid” Rhianna said as she extended her hand
and dragged Miley to her feet. No need to shout anymore, the rain of the L.A. she knew
was back.

“What the fuck are you talking about?” Miley said.
“I saw you taking the Bleu Jack 20, you only do that if your splitting, but
you jammed in the zero plane baby, didn't make it through” Rhianna explained coolly as
she slung her long leg over the Yamaha 0W01-X sport bike.

“Listen kid, I gotta drop to make, you look shakey, maybe you should follow me” Rhianna
said more as an assertion than a question.

“Fuck you, I don't even know who you are?!”
“Rhianna!” she shouted as she sped off into the darkness of Edward's

corner.

“Mother fucking fucker!” Miley said as she skulked, head down kicking the

ground, then kicking her bike, her bad attitude rising, knowing this stranger was right but
hating feeling weak. Her helmet stank of puke and sulphur and she was pissed off!
She gave in and guiltily mounted the Aprilia, breathed out and pulled herself into the bike,
wrapping her arms around the bike tank and resting her cheek on it too, she whispered a
low “sorry” to her machine B4 speeding off through Edward's to chase down Rhianna.
As she rounded Edwards, looking ahead, her peripherals were still a little messed up &
her confidence shaky. She took a wobble and had to stamp a foot down on the tarmac to
keep the bike upright.
“OK, not cool....get it together” she said, and steeled herself against the night, forcing her
vision deeper and opening the throttle right up, she hunkered into the Aprilia once more
and sent the bike racing forward into the Mullholland night...”nothing else for it!” she
shouted at herself and the trees started to flash past in and out of the narrowing headlight
beam.
140,
150 as the geo's raised her higher, the right hander winding around the hill,
getting progressively tighter and tighter until eventually turning into negative mac and
dropping down the geo's into the next valley. Her suspension extended and the bike
started to slide as the tyres became un-weighted by the negative mac, the Aprilia's
traction control was going wild as the bikes processor searched for grip.
Miley saw Rhianna's tail lights up ahead and knew there was no way she was slowing
down now, her waivering confidence now turning to determination and mischief Up ahead
she saw Rhianna slowing for the big G-out left hander at the foot of the valley.
Yes! She thought, her excitement rising.
Everyone that rides motorbikes has there favourite type of corner, and the corners that
freek you out...Miley's freek-out corner was the kind she's just ridden, off camber right's,
but big left hand compression corners were her strength.
She thumbed the 'compression +' switch to her right hand a few times & the electromagnets on her modded 'Ohlins' suspension engaged, holding the metal particles in the
linked suspension units & stopping the bike from bottoming out.
Miley rested her chest on the tank, knowing her arms wouldn't take a G-out this big....she
rolled the big Aprilia into the corner and rolled it out again, all over in a second...but in
that second...
•
•
•
•

she flexed her left knee and elbow out just enough to shift her centre of gravity
towards the centre of the corner and make the bike turn quicker,
but not too far as to clip the scrub bush on the apex (they looked soft, but she
had learned the hard way that at 140 they weren't soft),
she breathed out at Max G to stop her vision blackening,
she felt the back tyre squirm under the load & the Aprilia's big cast aluminium
swinging arm flex, she estimated that neither was too far and made a decision to
keep the throttle open.

Un-aware she was making any of these decisions, Miley was committed and excited21.
Up ahead, Rhianna knew what was going down alright 22 as she kept a cool eye
on the rear view cam, the over-excited kid in the ZOZO holo-visor was squirrelling all over
the shit...but doing OK..she eased off a little till Miley came up beside her 'C.H.I.P's stylee
and the 2 bikes carved their way side by side through a series of S's that seemed to go on
forever as their headlights flashed through the Mullholland tree line.

The Wolfman was standing under a light, leaning lazily against the wall outside Bullet
Radio station, blowing plooms of swirling pink and blue cinnamon scented E-cig smoke
into the fog and watching it mix together, when the 2 bike headlights pierced the night
fog...

was standards issue California Highway patrol motorcycle cop..

“Oh right” Wolfman said to himself, he wasn't too sure how Rhianna was going to
take another crew running data song's, but smiled as he guessed that he was about to find
out,
things were looking optimistic at the minute as Rhianna and Miley were too busy talking
bike mods to notice Wolfman.

They heard a vinyl scratch as 'Master Blaster' started, weird vibes came on as the RF's
rose and tingled, Wolfman turned and smiled at them both,
“time...time to work it out..” as he stood up and started grooving, holding his
cans.
“Crazy fool...told you!” Miley said, but the jive and RF's were too heavy
and her foot started tapping to the Stevie beats.

“Fuck me!...that's an '89 FZR750R 0W01...never seen one close up....dual drive?”
“Yup, my mechanic Nico fitted a modded WR450 hydraulic drive system
to the front end, hardware is old agri-surplus to take the oil pressure, its a twin impeller
drive, one on each side of the hub.....1500kw rear motor, 500kw front motor bias....” they
went on and showed little sign of relenting.
“You both late” Wolfman said, more to get their attention than in annoyance.
They both looked at each other as they strobed towards him,
“something came up Wolf, chill” Rhianna said as she took her lid off.
They were both greeted by there own reflections in Wolfman's mirror lenses...
“Its cool...” Wolf smiled warmly at them both..

“you want soup?”

Wolfman felt a sense of guilt or responsibility towards Rhianna & her Dogstar crew, he
understood them and their ways. They did not need to explain their beliefs to him, it was
obvious in their actions and way in the world.
The world as experienced, felt alien and confusing to them 23. They believed in
chance, fatalism & control of their own death. Society, the institution, capital, whatever
the fuck you wanted to call it....well, it wants you dead, no-one had to say it. But that's why
the Dogstar Junk DNA crew were the best. No doubt. And they were winning...
...he thought, was the handle –
that sense of inevitable victory over the forces of old and evil. Not in any mean or military
sense, we didn't need that our energy would simply prevail, you just ride your bike, there
was no point in fighting – on our side or theirs. We had all the momentum: we were riding
the crest of a high and beautiful wave... 24
They walked across the centre of the electric pentacle that stretched across the footprint
of the Bullet Radio plot, RF's made their ears fizz,
Miley shivered “Woaw! Cool”

“Its the RF's, you get used to it, does some crazy shit though. We used
to have a sprinkler system, you got another 150 mile range out of the electric pentacle
ground Ariel if you keep it wet...”

“No worries about that now I guess” said Miley as she handed the data song from

her satchel over to Wolfman.

“Lets see what the doc's sent over..”
“...Stevie Wonder – Master Blaster...12” long player in red vinyl from the
1980 album 'Hotter than July'...” 25
“Nice!” said Rhianna
”no heard it” said Miley
“Well, you gonna”
The two girls sat on opposite sides of the radio bench facing each other on high stools.
The Wolfman put his cans on and cued Stevie.
Rhianna looked at Miley “So kid, you movin' in on my business?” she said...what she meant
was 'are you sure you wanna be ridin' the Mullholland snake?' Her white PVC racing
leathers said 'Hugo Boss' on the collar and her 'Schuberth' helmet, despite the holo-visor,

”Hey, am just here for the ride baby...this crazy fool wants data songs, that's his
business”

Rhianna stood up and started grooving, looking directly at Miley as she robot'd across the
electric pentangle.

“not all present are convinced of the spiritual medium,you know you can reach
the dead?” 26 Rhianna said as she body popped a little to warm up..
Miley jumped from the stool “Whoooooooooooow!” Rhianna laughed and
thought of Cherie Currie, warming to Miley as she watcher her 'square, square, triangle,
triangle' retro rave moves..

“Its bullshit though, we need to adhere to the Darwinian Capitalist principles of
growth & survival of the fittest”
“I almost heard you LOL there...and you think you are modern?!”
Rhianna said as she danced left - right - waving her arms and invoking a rudimentary
Quantum Physics string from the Ether.
Outside the turbine generator laboured as the demand from the ground Ariel grew with
Stevie's jive song.
They started line dancing to the under-layered 'line song' chants encoded within
'Master Blaster' & the electric pentangle beneath them started to glow. 27

“There is no such thing as magic!” Miley shouted over the tunes as she twisted left,
elbowing back and forth, looking over her shoulder at Rhianna and noticing the Pentacle
shoulder patch on her leathers.
They switched side, dancing around each other, dancing out the shape of a new language
within the circle of the radio lab.

“We see things only as we are constructed to see them, and can gain no idea of
their absolute nature. With five feeble senses we pretend to comprehend the boundless
complex cosmos, yet other beings with a wider stronger or different range of senses...”
she caught her breath as they both bent over backwards to hand walk in breakdance...
”Might not only see very differently the things we see”... they jump kicked
towards each other and jived their arms, followed by M J Twists and leg flicks.

“OWWWW!” said Wolfy from his zoned out headphone jiving.
“...but might see and study whole worlds of matter, energy, and life which lie
close at hand, yet can never be detected with the senses we have” 28
Wolfman kicked his radio bench he was jiving so furiously.

“To quote Doc Hutchieson – 'I have always believed that such strange,
inaccessible worlds exist at our very elbows'...” as he flapped his elbows, gesticulating

The RF's made the electric pentacle glow a detestable violet.
“Its the RF Akashic song!” Rhianna shouted “Its OK, you'll ride better if you Jive
it out!” she said, funking to the beat.
They jived heavy for several cycles “Lets take this shit to funktown!” Miley shouted, letting
go finally – the RF and Data song flowing through her DNA now.
Joefoolery and Funkatronics aside – serious shit was happening to Miley 29 – the
microscopic antenna wrapped around her every cell were flickering and perking up – the
data song activated them – they began broadcasting outwards and to each other “cell
chatter” as RNA bots rose from their slumber and began building and re-building proteins
from the 20 simple Ameno acids within her body...
Miley looked at Rhianna and saw the Ultraviolet Glow in her eyes and knew Rhianna had
been through this already. The DNA 'Junk' that Doc and Wolfman had tapped into was
doing its shit man, sending instructions on the molecular level...
These three cool mother fuckers knew something special was going down tonight and was
being shared across the airwaves to a lot of folks...Bullet Radio was the only station west
of the Pan Handle that had a license to operate above 50,000 Watts, this little
inconspicuous station was in fact the most powerful Radio Station in America, because of
its clear channel on the TW frequency, it was the only 20 Kilocycle station. At night, when
the Ionosphere drops lower in the atmosphere, the TW waves bounce even further
afield...they knew it.
other...

“Do you believe in God?!” Rhianna shouted as they spiralled and popped at each

“Of course!” Miley shouted back..”but only as the master of a
disjunctive syclogism, or as its priori principle (God defined as the omnituto realitatis,
from which all secondary realities are derived by a process of division)” 30 Miley said,
using her Bikram Yoga breathing to help her speak clearly as she danced her best
moonwalk counter move in what was had become an old school dance off..”Owee!” as she
span, slapped her foot “Yeaah!”

and stomping their heals in meditative unity around an open fire, flames licking into the
night, sparks popping and crackling into the night, they stomped their feet in the dirt and
beat their chests to release their meridians and free up their older language, their older
connections, all naked and indifferent about it to the data song;

“oo wuuuuuu”
“ooo meee”
“ooooo che -ooo meee”
“reeemo maaaaa”
“peeeepu plaaaaae”
“tell saaaaaaaaaae”
“Ooooooooow seeeeee selllllllla”
“Pumkeeeea”
Was the uniform low chant mixed with rythmic thumps on chest and stomps into the dirt.
Wolfman looked over from behind his decks, watching the figures Cooley, “this is new” he
mused. Initially, he thought it was dust rising from the stamps of the naked feet in the dry
dirt. It swirled about them into the night, the heat of the fire causing weird convection
winds. Dust and sparks from the fire, mixing, particles drifted off Rhianna's hand, like mist
or sweat and added to the night mix of music and movement.

Back outside Bullit radio, the Wolfman blew E-cig plooms over the electric pentangle and
smiled...tonight, he thought, things were changing a little.

The naked figures had their faces, arms, legs all painted with some strange ancient marks,
the figures guided the dance now 32, moving in a more complex melodic sway and
stepping motion “I can see, I can breath” hailed from Tricky's sonics as the group travelled
forward in time, the clouds rapidly formed and unformed and reformed overhead in the
negative early morning darkness. The wind blew harder fanning the flames of the camp
fire and invoking the future, they saw a future that looked like the past, made out of
sandstone and granite and mercleed, intelligent geological strata, forming shelter,
forming machines of learning and machines of travel. Carved hieroglyphs covering the
surface of the shelters and machines alike, the hieroglyphs wrote the matter into being.
Rhianna thought the hieroglyph, and the machine formed in front of her as she thought
her thought. The machine was her equal, because she was no longer a slave to one world
or another, she understood that all things are conscious, language was only a barrier in
her old world, - One plus one equals two, that's all we've learned....but one plus one has
never equalled two, there are in fact no numbers, no letters, we've codified our existence
to bring it down to human size, to make it comprehensible, we have created a scale to
forget its unfathomable scale. 33

Inside the jive slows to a cool head nod and swaying as Miley and Rhianna began to find
unconcious unity and common ground, Wolfman has read the dance floor and spun up
Tricky's 'Aftermath' communion with the DNA spectres, tapping into their Hauntological
understanding of inter dimensional splitting and time travel “We shall recoup some time”
Spoke Wolfy, now quieter.

She accelerated with critical insight into the future and into the past simultaneously 34 as
Rhianna's consciousness expanded, the group of dancers were psycho-nauts engaging
with the unknown within themselves and others and within experienced realities. Reading
the terrain of time like she read the terrain of the road, too fast for logic, only instinct, only
anti-logic, only Art.

Swaying calmly, the two figures were sliding into a hypnotic state as Tricky's lyrics and
beats gently blew air on there inner flames, building an internal glow. Rhianna and Miley
stomped their heals every other Tricky beat in time to their sway. “...Let me tell you about
my mother” drifted across them as Tricky's science-fiction invocation of something older,
more primal began manifesting. They were two figures in a circle of 30 figures all swaying

Miley's hands begin to de-materialise into water vapour, she was newer to the DNA
agitation, yet too inquisitive to stop what was happening, she continued her dance in
unison with the other ancient spectral figures around the fire. They stamped and spun,
every third rotation she could see the eyes of the elder figure gazing Cooley at her, she
knew the elders ponderings...was she ready? Time travel is mind blowing, in Miley's

“but society constructs its own delirium by recording the process of
production,...its not a conscious delirium...a true perception of an apparent objective
movement”..in this case, God, religion, Capital, Institution, control of labour, cosmic debt,
economics....you are to engage in the struggle...pick a side...prop up the “apparent
objective movement”...reinforce “the conscious delirium” 31
Rhianna countered with a shoulder busting take-down move...but Miley was jiving big,
throwing in triptych 'splits' move, her segs sliding easily on the wooden floor, keeping an
uber cool face...

trance state, everything was calm and senses were dulled by the waves and waves of
Tricky data song current flowing over and thought her...It didn't seem so scare at the
minute. 'But how...how do I find my way?...how do I now where to go?...what to do when I
get there?' Her stance as a Cosmic Debtor and believer in the system of things as a
means of understanding reality was being shaken as the events of the night unfolded. 'Its
a non-zero-sum game' she thought, ' I am in this already' she thought to herself, more
calmly than she had ever thought any thought before. As she pulled a burning stick from
the night fire and began dancing, swirling and turning with the burning stick in hand,
glowing brighter and brighter, flames and embers licking from it as she wrote this new
language into the night sky and onto her Ultraviolet eyes that burned and glowed as she
sought her new motorcycle riding companion.
But Rhianna was gone now, she was everywhere and nowhere, lost to her, lost to the time
travel. 'You can't find her, you must make your own way' The elder only stared and
danced. Tricky's 'Overcome' played and a sadness fell over the camp fire dancers as
Miley wondered if she would ever see Rhianna again. The psycho-nauts danced on, Miley
knew the answers to her questions already, even as a rebel, she clung to her system for
safety, she knew that her system needed protection. 'but this system is no use where I'm
going, entropy has reduced every empire to dust eventually.' Her system offered no
guidance in the unknown, she knew the data songs would offer a new way of thinking, a
new way of operating. She threw her burning baton into the night air, caught and waved
the flaming stick around in the darkness repeatedly until it made the a new unknown
symbol. She began to see her parents, her father, her mother, her brother, their gated
house, she saw herself as a child, playing with her brother on a large clean well watered
lawn in front a large white painted house. They were playing rounders...she shook her
head and the image disappeared, replaced with the shaman eyes of the elder, then gone
again replaced with images of her brother, now married with children. Playing on the
same lawn, playing rounders, but with holographic bats and holographic balls behind a
high fence of razer wire and transformers buzzing next to an electric fence that was
sparking intermittently. ' Is this one of many futures? Or is this it?' Her brother looked at
her with the eyes of the shaman, 'Protect the Cosmic Debt' . She looked around at what
was left of this system, within the fence everything looked the same, even whiter than in
the past. But outside the electric fence things looked very different, she thought L.A.
Sucked in her time, this time looked darker, more dangerous, like the darkness from the
Mullholland Drive she knew had spread and taken root.
The psycho-nauts danced a new dance to Tricky's 'Hell is around the corner' and Miley
was drawn back into the dance, particles drifted off her hands again, she stomped her
feet into the dust, forwards, backwards in swaying unison with her hauntological
accomplices around the fading night fire, she knew it was time to make a choice.

Notes:
1

“1. At the beginning of the second decade of the Twenty-First Century, global
civilization faces a new breed of cataclysm. These coming apocalypses ridicule the
norms and organizational structures of the politics which were forged in the birth of the
nation-state, the rise of capitalism, and a Twentieth Century of unprecedented wars.
Most significant is the breakdown of the planetary climatic system. In time, this
threatens the continued existence of the present global human population. Though this
is the most critical of the threats which face humanity, a series of lesser but potentially
equally destabilizing problems exist alongside and intersect with it. Terminal resource
depletion, especially in water and energy reserves, offers the prospect of mass
starvation, collapsing economic paradigms, and new hot and cold wars. Continued
financial crisis has led
governments to embrace the paralyzing death spiral policies of austerity, privatization
of social welfare services, mass unemployment, and stagnating wages. Increasing
automation in production processes – including ‘intellectual labour’ – is evidence of the
secular crisis of capitalism, soon to render it incapable of maintaining current standards
of living for even the former middle classes of the global north. “
#Accelerate, Manifesto for an accelerationist politics, 01: Introduction: On the
Conjuncture, p1
2

“We may be moving fast, but only within a strictly defined set of capitalist
parameters that themselves never waver. We experience only the increasing speed of
a local horizon, a simple brain-dead onrush rather than an acceleration which is also
navigational, an experimental process of discovery within a universal space of
possibility. It is the latter mode of acceleration which we hold as essential...Even worse,
as Deleuze and Guattari recognized, from the very beginning what capitalist speed
deterritorializes with one hand, it reterritorializes with the other. Progress becomes
constrained within a framework of surplus value, a reserve army of labour, and freefloating
capital. Modernity is reduced to statistical measures of economic growth and social
innovation becomes encrusted with kitsch remainders from our communal past.
Thatcherite-Reaganite deregulation sits comfortably alongside Victorian ‘back-tobasics’ family and religious values...A deeper tension within neoliberalism is in terms of
its self-image as the vehicle of
modernity, as literally synonymous with modernization, whilst promising a future that it
is constitutively incapable of providing. Indeed, as neoliberalism has progressed, rather
than enabling individual creativity, it has tended towards eliminating cognitive
inventiveness in favour of an affective production line of scripted interactions, coupled
to global supply chains and a neo-Fordist Eastern production zone.”
#Accelerate, Manifesto for an accelerationist politics, 03: Manifest: On the Future, p2
3

“Marc Auge will call in a 1995 book of the same title, 'non-places' – the generic zones
of transit (retail parks, airports) which will come to increasingly dominate the spaces of
late Capitalism.”
Fisher, Mark, Ghosts of my life; Lost Futures, 2014, Zero Books, p5
4

“Primordial Debts...In being born, every being is born as debt owed to the gods, the
saints, the Fathers and to men. If one makes a sacrifice, it is because of a debt owing

to the gods from birth . . . If one recites a sacred text, it is because of a debt owing to
the saints . . . If one wishes for offspring, it is because of a debt due to the fathers from
birth . . . And if one gives hospitality, it is because it is a debt owing to men.
-Satapatha Brahmana 1.7.12, r-6
Let us drive away the evil effects of bad dreams, just as we pay off debts .
-Rig Veda 8 -47· 17”
Graeber, David, Debt-The first 5000 years, 2011, First Melville house printing, p43

5

“DEBT AND CREDIT...They say we have too much debt. We need better credit, more
credit, less spending. They offer us credit repair, credit counseling, micro credit,
personal financial planning. They promise to match credit and debt again, debt and
credit. But our debts stay bad. We keep buying another song, another round. It is not
credit we seek nor even debt but bad debt which is to say real debt, the debt that
cannot be repaid, the debt at a distance, the debt without creditor, the black debt, the
queer debt, the criminal debt. Excessive debt, incalculable debt, debt for no reason,
debt broken from credit, debt as its own principle.
Credit is a means of privatization and debt a means of socialisation. So long as they
pair in the monogamous violence of the home, the pension, the government, or the
university, debt can only feed credit, debt can only desire credit. And credit can only
expand by means of debt. But debt is social and credit is asocial. Debt is mutual. Credit
runs only one way. But debt runs in every direction, scatters, escapes, seeks refuge.
The debtor seeks refuge among other debtors, acquires debt from them, offers debt to
them. The place of refuge is the place to which you can only owe more and more
because there is no creditor, no payment possible. This refuge, this place of bad debt,
is what we call the fugitive public. Running through the public and the private,
the state and the economy, the fugitive public cannot be known by its bad debt but only
by bad debtors. To creditors it is just a place where something is wrong, though that
something wrong – the invaluable thing, the thing that has no value – is desired.
Creditors seek to demolish that place, that project, in order to save the ones who live
there from themselves and their lives.”
Harney, Stefano & Moten, Fred, Undercommons: Fugitive Planning & Black Study,
2013, Minor Compositions, p61
6

“Moten and Harney want to gesture to another place, a wild place that is not simply
the left over space that limns real and regulated zones of polite society; rather, it is a
wild place that continuously produces its own unregulated wildness. The zone we enter
through Moten and Harney is ongoing and exists in the present and, as Harney puts it,
“some kind of demand was already being enacted, fulfilled in the call itself.” While
describing the London Riots of 2011, Harney suggests that the riots and insurrections
do not separate out “the request, the demand and the call” – rather, they enact the one
in the other: “I think the call, in the way I would understand it, the call, as in the call and
response, the response is already there before the call goes out. You’re
already in something.” You are already in it. For Moten too, you are always already in
the thing that you call for and that calls you. What’s more, the call is always a call to
dis-order and this disorder or wildness shows up in many places: in jazz, in
improvisation, in noise. The disordered sounds that we refer to as cacophony will
always be cast as “extra-musical,” as Moten puts it, precisely because we hear
something in them that reminds us that our desire for harmony is arbitrary and in
another world, harmony would sound incomprehensible. Listening to cacophony and
noise tells us that there is a wild beyond to the structures we inhabit and that inhabit us.
And when we are called to this other place, the wild beyond, “beyond the beyond” in

Moten and Harney’s apt terminology, we have to give ourselves over to a certain kind
of craziness. Moten reminds us that even as Fanon took an anti-colonial stance, he
knew that it “looks crazy” but, Fanon, as a psychiatrist, also knew not to accept this
organic division between the rational and the crazy and he knew that it would be crazy
for him not to take that stance in a world that had assigned to him the role of the unreal,
the primitive and the wild. Fanon, according to Moten, wants not the end of colonialism
but the end of the standpoint from which colonialism makes sense.”
Harney, Stefano & Moten, Fred, Undercommons: Fugitive Planning & Black Study, The
Wild Beyond: With and for the Undercommons, 2013, Minor Compositions, p8
7

Scientist: “How did you manage to access all this information?”
Lucy: “Electrical impulses, every cell knows and talks to ever other cell, they
exchange a thousand bits of information between them per second, cells group
together forming a giant web of communication, which in turn forms matter. Cells get
together, take on one form, de-form, re-form, makes no difference its all the same.
Humans consider themselves unique, so they've rooted their whole theory of existence
on their uniqueness. One is their unit of measure, but its not, all social systems we
have put into place are a mere sketch.
One plus one equals two, that's all we've learned....but one plus one has never equaled
two, there are in fact no numbers, no letters, we've codified our existence to bring it
down to human size, to make it comprehensible, we have created a scale to forget its
unfathomable scale.”
Freeman: “But if humans are not the unit of measure, and the world isn't governed by
mathematical laws, what governs all that?”
Lucy: “Film a car speeding down the road. speed it up infinitely and the car dissapears.
so what proof do we have of its existence. time gives legitimacy to its existence..time is
the only true unit of measure. it gives proof to the existence of matter. without time we
don't exist”
Freeman: “Time is unity”
Besson, Luc, Lucy, 2014, Europa Corp TF1 Canal + Cine + Production
8

“2. All of us want to work less. It is an intriguing question as to why it was that the
world’s
leading economist of the post-war era believed that an enlightened capitalism inevitably
progressed towards a radical reduction of working hours. In The Economic Prospects
for Our
Grandchildren (written in 1930), Keynes forecast a capitalist future where individuals
would
have their work reduced to three hours a day. What has instead occurred is the
progressive
elimination of the work-life distinction, with work coming to permeate every aspect of
the
emerging social factory.”
Accelerationist Manifesto, 03: Manifest: On the Future, p3

9

“Ghosts arrive from the past and appear in the present. However, the ghost cannot be
properly said to belong to the past. . . . Does then the ‘historical’ person who is
identified with the ghost properly belong to the present? Surely not, as the idea of a
return from death fractures all traditional conceptions of temporality. The temporality to
which the ghost is subject is therefore paradoxical, at once they ‘return’ and make their
apparitional debut. Derrida has been pleased to call this dual movement of return and
inauguration a ‘hauntology’, a coinage that suggests a spectrally deferred non-origin
within grounding metaphysical terms such as history and identity.”
Fisher, Mark, Metaphysics of Crackle: Afrofuturism and Hauntology, 2013 Dancecult:
Journal of Electronic Dance Music Culture 5, p44
10

“What has all this to do with Afrofuturism? Put bluntly, we might say that
postmodernity and hauntology confront “white” culture with the kind of temporal dis
junction that has been constitutive of the Afrodiasporic experience since Africans were
first abducted by slavers and projected from their own lifeworld into the abstract spacetime of Capital. Far from being archaic relics of the past, slaves were thus already in
the future. As Žižek put it recently, Haiti’s “slave plantations (mostly sugarcane) were
not a remainder of premodern societies, but models of efficient capitalist production;
the discipline to which slaves were submitted served as an example for the discipline to
which wage-laborers were later submitted in capitalist metropolises” (Žižek 2009: 124).
Forcibly deprived of their history, the black slaves encountered “postmodernity” three
hundred years ago: “the idea of slavery itself as an alien abduction . . . means that
we’ve all been living in an alien-nation since the 18th century”” (Eshun 1998: A[192]).
Fisher, Mark, Metaphysics of Crackle: Afrofuturism and Hauntology, 2013 Dancecult:
Journal of Electronic Dance Music Culture 5, p46
11

“I often see people as if frozen in a moment and they seem to have an internal glow
inside them. Their skin seems translucent and they carry their own time. I feel calm and
distant and warm from this. It can happen in an instant. In very mundane urban
situatios. You realise you are not looking at a single person, but at a sort of stream or
cascade.”
Fisher, Mark, Ghosts of my life; Electricity and Ghosts: Interview with John Foxx, 2014,
Zero Books, p165
12

“Timewave Zero is an exploratory idea system and a software package that runs on
personal computers. It is the broadcast output of the naturally superconducting
experimental deoxyribonucleic matrix transceiver operating in hyperspace. We believe
that by using such ideas as a compass for the collectivity, we may find our way back to
a new model in time to reverse the progressive worldwide alienation that is fast hurling
us into an ecocidal planetary crisis. A model of time must give hope and overcome
entropy in its formal composition. In other words, it must mathematically secure the
reasonableness of hope.“
McKenna, Terence, Timewave Zero, Magical Blend Magazine, 1994, p2

step beyond Wildstyle. Wildstyle was 3D, but Kaze 2 was talking about 5 dimensions,
he was talking about Computer Style. He said , ' In my work I do the Computer Style, I
do the 5th-dimensional step-parallel staircase.' This is straight out of Escher. So I follow
Breakbeat science right from this isolation of the rhythmic DNA right through to its
Escherization, right through to its moment of involution - and then I follow that into
Drum'n'Bass where, of course, because the beats are digitalized, it's information to be
manipulated. I follow Breakbeat science, I follow it to the conclusion of tracks of people
like 4 Hero, specifically Parallel Universe, where I turn the emphasis and focus on the
science in Breakbeat. And the thing I notice about Breakbeat science, about the way
science is used in music in general , is that science is always used as a science of
intensified sensation . In the classical 2 cultures in mainstream society, science is still
the science that drains the blood of life and leaves everything vivisected. But in music
it's never been like that; as soon as you hear the word science, you know you're in for
an intensification of sensation . In this way, science then refers to a science of sensory
engineering, so Parallel Universe announces this, when it has titles like Sunspots or
Wrinkles in Time, these are the points where the laws of gravity and the laws of time
and space collapse, and they 're Simultaneously saying
rhythm is about to collapse when you enter these zones. So you've got someone like
Goldie who does Timeless, and Timeless is obviously referring to simply the infinite
loop of the Breakbeat, which Goldie's trying to tap into.”
Eshun, Kodwo, More brighter than the sun, Motion capture (Interview), 1998, Quartet
books, p99
14

“The subversive intellectual, we learn, is unprofessional, uncollegial, passionate and
disloyal. The subversive intellectual is neither trying to extend the university nor change
the university, the subversive intellectual is not toiling in misery and from this place of
misery articulating a “general antagonism.” In fact, the subversive intellectual enjoys
the ride and wants it to be faster and wilder; she does not want a room of his or her
own, she wants to be in the world, in the world with others and making the world anew.
Moten insists: “Like Deleuze. I believe in the world and want to be in it. I want to be in it
all the way to the end of it because I believe in another world in the world and I want to
be in that. And I plan to stay a believer, like Curtis Mayfield. But that’s beyond me, and
even beyond me and Stefano, and out into the world, the other thing, the other world,
the joyful noise of the scattered, scatted eschaton, the undercommon refusal of the
academy of misery.””
Harney, Stefano & Moten, Fred, Undercommons: Fugitive Planning & Black Study, The
Wild Beyond: With and for the Undercommons, 2013, Minor Compositions, p10

13

“Goldie says, 'My beats are sculpted in 4D, in 4 dimensions.' And, Similarly, there's
this famous graffiti guy called Kaze 2 who back in '89 was already talking about the

15

“How's he talk? Suddenly I was anxious to go.
Thats the catch. Say 'Hi' Jones.
And all the bulbs lit simultaneously. They were flashing Red, White and Blue.
RWBRWBRWB
RWBRWBRWB
RWBRWBRWB
RWBRWBRWB
RWBRWBRWB
'Good with symbols, see, but the code's restricted. In the Navy they had him wired into
an audio-visual display...
...The lights flickered and died.
'Go for it Jones!'
B
BBBBBBBBBBB
B
B
B
Blue bulbs, cruciform.
Darkness
'Pure, its clean, come on, Jones”
Gibson, William, Burning Chrome, Johnny Mnemonic, 1986, Harper Collins, p24
16

“So I followed Dog and Molly through Lo-Tek heaven, jury rigger and jerry built from
scraps that even night town didn't want”
Gibson, William, Burning Chrome, Johnny Mnemonic, 1986, Harper Collins, p31
17

“What primordial-debt theorists have done is to propose that the
ideas encoded in these Vedic texts are not peculiar to a certain intellectual
tradition of early Iron Age ritual specialists in the Ganges valley,
but that they are essential to the very nature and history of human
thought. Consider for example this statement, from an essay by French
economist Bruno Theret with the uninspiring title "The Socio-Cultural
Dimensions of the Currency : Implications for the Transition to the
Euro," published in the Journal of Consumer Policy in 1999:
At the origin of money we have a "relation of representation"
of death as an invisible world, before and beyond life—a representation that is the
product of the symbolic function proper to the human species and which envisages
birth as an original debt incurred by all men, a debt owing to the cosmic powers from
which humanity emerged.
Payment of this debt, which can however never be settled on earth-because its full
reimbursement is out of reach-takes the form of sacrifices which, by replenishing the
credit of the living, make it possible to prolong life and even in certain cases to achieve
eternity by joining the Gods. But this initial belief claim is also associated with the
emergence of sovereign powers whose legitimacy resides in their ability to represent
the entire original cosmos. And it is these powers that invented money as a means of
settling debts-a means whose abstraction makes it possible to resolve the sacrificial

paradox by which putting to death becomes the permanent means of protecting life.
Through this institution, belief is in turn transferred to a currency stamped with the
effigy of the sovereign-a money put in circulation but whose return is organized by this
other institution which is the tax/settlement of the life debt. So money also takes on the
function of a means of payment.38”
Graeber, David, Debt-The first 5000 years, 2011, First Melville house printing, p57

18

The Afronaut Emerges from Anachronosis

“P#Funk's connection forward in time to the Mothership allows an equal and opposite
connection back in time to the Pharaonic connection, both of which converge on the
present. The pyramids become examples of ancient alien technology which the
extraterrestrial brothers 'have returned to claim '. Funk becomes a secret Science, a
forgotten technology that 'has been hidden until now'. This information is broadcast to
'recording angels' , Earth people and all 'citizens of the universe'. In Parliament
MythScience, funk is genetic engineering and prehistoric science: 'In the days of the
Funkapus, the concept of specially designed Afronauts capable of funkatizing galaxies
was first laid on Manchild but was later repossessed and placed among the pyramids,
until a more positive attitude towards this most sacred phenomenon - c10nefunk could be acquired .' Cloning funk in the 70's reactivates an archaic science. The
futuristic feeds forward into the anachronic futurepasts of Atlantis and Egypt.
The Afronaut space program is launched by a narration shifted down into threatening
pitch: 'There in these terrestrial projects, it would wait along with its co inhabitants of
Kings and Pharaohs like sleeping beauties for the kiss that would release them to
multiply in the image of the Chosen One.'”
Eshun, Kodwo, More brighter than the sun, Madeline Universe: We are in your system,
Parliament, 1998, Quartet books, p82
19

“Zizek's recourse to the unconcious provides his psychoanalytic reading with a stable
frame of reference according to which the categories of real and illusory can be
descriminated, whereas Baudrillardian hyperreality is characterized by a more radical
collapse of ontological registers. The vision of our reality we glimpses through
Morpheus's magic mirror reflects Baudrillard's definition of the real as “not only what
can be reproduced, but that which is always already reproduced: that is , the
Hyperreal””
Laist, Randy, Cinema of Simulation; Hyperreal cinema in the long 1990's, Baudrillard,
The Matrix, and “the real 1999”, Bloomsbury press
20

When Tricky began, everything had already ended. “Aftermath”, his 1993 first single,
is set in a catatonic, post-apocalyptic psycho-geographic undead zone in which
personal disaster is indistinguishable from planetary catastrophe. “My first lyric ever on
a song was ‘your eyes resemble mine, you’ll see as no others can’”, Tricky said when I
interviewed him in 2008.
“I didn’t have any kids then . . . so what am I talking about? Who am I talking about?
My mother. My mother, I found out when I was making a TV documentary, used to write
poetry but in her time she couldn’t have done anything with that, there wasn’t any
opportunity. It’s almost like she killed herself to give me the opportunity” (Fisher 2008).
The spectral voices come like schizo-radio signal down telepathic lines: the crossdressing Tricky standing in the empty place where the absent father’s law would have
been, ventriloquising his dead mother’s voice. So writing songs, Tricky says, is not a
question of writing at all. It’s more like allowing himself to be possessed—which is to
say, dispossessed of his conscious self: It’s like meditation, speaking in tongues. My
grandmother used to keep me at home because my step-grandfather used to be out
working and she used to watch all these black and white horror movies, vampire
movies and it was like growing up in a movie and she used to sit me in the middle of

the floor, because she lost my mum, her daughter. She’d be playing Billie Holiday,
smoking a cigarette and would say things like, you look like your mum, watching me, I
was always my mum’s ghost (Tricky, in Fisher 2008).”
Fisher, Mark, Metaphysics of Crackle: Afrofuturism and Hauntology, 2013 Dancecult:
Journal of Electronic Dance Music Culture 5, p47
21

“Separated from the collective organization of time associated with the repetitive
production at the base of social life, this historical time flows independently above its
own static community.”
Debord, Guy, Society of the Spectacle, 1967, Rebel Press, p74

22

“The difficulties facing us here are somewhat analogous to the difficulties facing the
expositor of heiroglyphics, an analogy Freud was fond of drawing; they are, if anything,
greater. The theory of the interpretation or deciphering of heiroglyphics and other
ancient texts has been carried further forward and made more explicit by Dilthey in the
last century than the theory of the interpretation of psychotic 'heiroglyphic' speech and
actions”
Laing, R.D. The Divided Self, Foundations for the understanding of Psychosis, 1960,
Penguin Books, p31
23

“History is hard to know, because of all the hired bullshit, but even without being sure
of “history” it seems entirely reasonable to think that every now and then the energy of
a whole generation comes to a head in a long fine flash, for reasons that nobody really
understands at the time – and which never explain, in retrospect, what actually
happened. My central memory of that time seems to hang on one or five or maybe forty
nights – or very early mornings – when I left the Fillmore half-crazy and, instead of
going home, aimed the big 650 Lightning across the Bay Bridge at a hundred miles an
hour wearing L. L. Bean shorts and a Butte sheepherder’s jacket… booming through
the Treasure Island tunnel at the lights of Oakland and Berkeley and Richmond, not
quite sure which turn-off to take when I got to the other end (always stalling at the tollgate, too twisted to find neutral while I fumbled for change)… but being absolutely
certain that no matter which way I went I would come to a place where people were just
as high and wild as I was: No doubt at all about that. There was madness in any
direction, at any hour. If not across the Bay, then up the Golden Gate or down 101 to
Los Altos or La Honda… You could strike sparks anywhere. There was a fantastic
universal sense that whatever we were doing was right, that we were winning. And that,
I think, was the handle – that sense of inevitable victory over the forces of Old and Evil.
Not in any mean or military sense; we didn’t need that. Our energy would simply
prevail. There was no point in fighting – on our side or theirs. We had all the
momentum; we were riding the crest of a high and beautiful wave. So now, less than
five years later, you can go up on a steep hill in Las Vegas and look West, and with the
right kind of eyes you can almost see the high-water mark – that place where the wave
finally broke and rolled back.”
Thompson, Hunter S, Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas, 1972, Harper Perennial, p68
24

“Sonic hauntology similarly “blurs contemporaneity” with elements from the past, but,
whereas postmodernism glosses over the temporal disjunctures, the hauntological
artists foreground them. The Caretaker’s 2005 six CD box set was entitled
Theoretically Pure Anterograde Amnesia, in reference to the neurological disorder
which makes sufferers incapable of encoding new experiences in their long-term
memory. An abstract soundscape of crackle, fizz and noise which is interrupted only
occasionally by the traces of familiar
old tunes, Theoretically Pure Anterograde Amnesia simulates the condition of
anterograde amnesia, providing what is in effect a new diagnosis of the pathology of
postmodernity. Our problem, for The Caretaker as much as Jameson, is not so much
that we are seduced by our memories of long ago, but that we cannot produce new
memories.”
Fisher, Mark, Metaphysics of Crackle: Afrofuturism and Hauntology, 2013 Dancecult:
Journal of Electronic Dance Music Culture 5, p5

25

“...The same idea is seen in “The Borderlands,” an episode of the classic TV series
Outer Limits. Aired in 1960 and directed by Leslie Stevens, the episode also juxtaposes
science and magic, though in ways different from the occult detective genre. The
episode opens, significantly with a séance. An old wealthy industrialstis attempting to
reach his son, who has recently died in a car accident. However, not all present are
convinced of the spiritual medium, and one of the assistants calls their bluff....After the
failure of the séance, a discussion ensues about the possibility of reaching the dead.
The others present at the table are scientists, working on the use of modern turbine
power to open a gateway to the fourth dimension....Unlike the electric pentacle, which
in form and functionremains a traditionalmagic circle, here the magic circle is
different....Arround it is arranged various un named laboratory technology – huge
magnets, electron chambers, tape driven computers...”
Thacker, Eugene, In the dust of this planet, Horror of Philosophy Vol. 1, II. Six Lectio on
Occult Philosophy, 2011, Zero books, p72
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“Tricky’s “Aftermath”, this communion with the dead, is also a labyrinth of
(re)citations: it includes quotes from Japan’s “Ghosts” (“Just when I thought I was
winning...”) and a sample of Blade Runner (1982) dialogue (replicant Leon’s antiOedipal blast: “Let me tell you about my mother”). Yet it’s in these “staged
reverberations” (Penman 1995) that we can hear the difference between hauntology
and postmodernism, its zombie twin. “Aftermath” is no exhausted meta-discourse, no
display of self-satisfied self-awareness; the quotations don’t suggest a Last Man
channel-hop, but a montage, by turns sinister and seductive, in which the cyberpunk
near future and the psychoanalytic past echo one another. “Is it merely coincidence
that the Sylvian quote and the Blade Runner lift converge in the same song?”, Penman
asks. “‘Ghosts’... Replicants? Electricity has made us all angels. Technology (from
psychoanalysis to surveillance) has made us all ghosts. The replicant (‘YOUR EYES
RESEMBLE MINE...’) is a speaking void. “
Fisher, Mark, Metaphysics of Crackle: Afrofuturism and Hauntology, 2013 Dancecult:
Journal of Electronic Dance Music Culture 5, p48
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“...”With five feeble senses we pretend to comprehend the boundless complex
cosmos, yet other beings with a wider stronger or different range of senses might not
only see see very differently the things we see, but might see and study whole worlds
of matter, energy, and life which lie close at hand yet can never be detected with the
senses we have...”I have always believed that such strange, inaccessible worlds exist
at our very elbows”...(Lovecraft, From Beyond) ”
Thacker, Eugene, In the dust of this planet, Horror of Philosophy Vol. 1, II. Six Lectio on
Occult Philosophy, 2011, Zero books, p75
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“The Para human Biology of Sound Machines

In the Afrodelic Era, percussive strata and polyrhythmic engines converge in a zone of
para human elusiveness. Fugitive and tensile, World 4 hyperrhythm makes audible the
treacherous biocomputer of Amos Tuotola 's '58 novel My Life in the Bush of Ghosts.
Tuotola 's carceral Bush of Ghosts, like the Amazonian jungle or the Central African
rainforest, is a distributed biocomputer, an example of Kelly's 'massively parallel
bioengineered adaptation .. Natural evolution is a computational process of adaptation
to an ever-changing environment.'

My Life in the Bush of Ghosts accelerates 'the alien power of distributed being' into a
medium, across which signals and frequencies crackle into electromagnetic ghosts .
Tuotola opens a technology-magic continuum in which radio becomes an Invisible
Magnetic Missive sent to you from Home. TV turns into a ghost medium haunted by the
television handed ghostess: 'When she told me to look at her palm and opened it
nearly to touch my face, it was exactly as a television.'”
Eshun, Kodwo, More brighter than the sun, World 4: Mutantextures of Jazz, 1998,
Quartet books, p11
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“...but only as the master of a disjunctive syclogism, or as its priori principle (God
defined as the omnitudo realitatis, from which all secondary realities are derived by a
process of division)...but society constructs its own delirium by recording the process of
production,...its not a conscious delirium...a true perception of an apparent objective
movement”
Deleuze, Gilles & Guattari, Felix, Anti-Oedipus, Capitalism & Schzitophrenia, Desiring
Machines, 1972, University of Minnesota Press, p13
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“Society constructs its own delirium by recording the process of production; but it is
not a conscious delirium, or rather is a true consciousness of a false movement, a true
perception of an apparent objective movement, a true perception of the movement that
is produced on the recording surface.
Capital is indeed the body without organs of the capitalist, or rather of the capitalist
being. But as such, it is not only the fluid and petrified substance of money, for it will
give to the sterility of money the form whereby money produces money. It produces
surplus value, just as the body without organs reproduces itself, puts forth shoots, and
branches out to the farthest corners of the universe.”
Deleuze, Gilles & Guattari, Felix, Anti-Oedipus, Capitalism & Schzitophrenia, Desiring
Machines, 1972, University of Minnesota Press, p10
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“When two people have intercourse, there are always four people watching, for it is
at moments of great intemacy and vulnerability that the internalised figures from the
past become present. These four ghosts bring along their internalised ghosts, and so
on, and so on, and this is how the generations going back to the sea shore, and
perhaps before, make their presence known beside us”
McMullen, Ken, Ghost Dance, 1983, Channel four Television, opening scene
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“When you learn it, truly learn it, you perceive time the way that they do. Its not
linear“
(From original Paramount script) Villeneuve, Denis, Arrival, 2016, Paramount pictures,
p109
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Scientist: “How did you manage to access all this information?”
Lucy: “Electrical impulses, every cell knows and talks to ever other cell, they
exchange a thousand bits of information between them per second, cells group
together forming a giant web of communication, which in turn forms matter. Cells get
together, take on one form, de-form, re-form, makes no difference its all the same.
Humans consider themselves unique, so they've rooted their whole theory of existence
on their uniqueness. One is their unit of measure, but its not, all social systems we
have put into place are a mere sketch.
One plus one equals two, that's all we've learned....but one plus one has never equaled
two, there are in fact no numbers, no letters, we've codified our existence to bring it
down to human size, to make it comprehensible, we have created a scale to forget its
unfathomable scale.”
Freeman: “But if humans are not the unit of measure, and the world isn't governed by
mathematical laws, what governs all that?”
Lucy: “Film a car speeding down the road. speed it up infinitely and the car dissapears.
so what proof do we have of its existence. time gives legitimacy to its existence..time is

the only true unit of measure. it gives proof to the existence of matter. without time we
don't exist”
Freeman: “Time is unity”
Besson, Luc, Lucy, 2014, Europa Corp TF1 Canal + Cine + Production

